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Making a Will
Why make a Will?
A Will is a legal document which records your instructions as to
how your estate is to be dealt with after your death.
There is a common misconception among many people that if
you are married, in a civil partnership or have adult children
then you do not need to make a Will. This is not necessarily the
case.
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What happens if I die without having
made a Will?
If you die without having
made a Will your estate will
be divided according to the
Intestacy Rules which is a
hierarchy of relatives that
receive your estate. The
estate will not necessarily
automatically pass to your
spouse/civil partner. It will
depend on the value of your
estate.
Furthermore, increasingly
people live together without

getting married or forming
a civil partnership. In this
instance your partner will not
inherit any of your estate if
you do not make a Will. This
may leave them in financial
difficulty after your death and
force them to make a claim
against your estate, which can
be an emotionally draining,
lengthy and expensive
process.
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There may be other family members that are of concern. For
example; if you have young children you may need to make
a Will to appoint a Guardian to care for them in the event of
your death. You may have loved ones that you wish to benefit
from your estate but need the extra protection of a trust to
safeguard their inheritance.
This can be created in your Will. You may want to remember
your favourite charity in your Will by leaving them a legacy or
share of your estate. You may even want to set out who will
take care of your much loved pet!

A Will gives you the opportunity to record clearly how your
estate is to be administered and divided. At Bury & Walkers we
have a friendly and approachable team experienced in drafting
Wills; from simple Wills to more complex trusts or tax planning
Wills.
If you would like further advice about your Will please contact
our private client team.

Why choose Bury & Walkers?
We have over 160 years of experience in providing legal support to all manner of individual
and business clients.
In the last three years alone we’ve acted on behalf of almost 9,000 clients, from across the
Yorkshire region and beyond, who value our high level of service and our responsive and
pro-active support and advice. It’s for these reasons that many clients return to us for legal
guidance time and time again.
With 30 legal professionals operating from our offices in Leeds, Barnsley and Dearne Valley,
we’re large enough to offer clients specialist legal help when required, yet small enough to
retain the personal touch at realistic and competitive fee levels.
We have been awarded the Lexcel practice management standard by the Law Society that
demonstrates our commitment to provide the best customer service.
We are regulated by the SRA Independent regulatory body of the Law Society of England &
Wales.
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